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Syllabus
Principles of Information Technology Management 
Course Information 
Course Name and Number: MISM 3115/3109 Principles of Information Technology Management 
Course Description: Emphasis on management decisions involving single and multi-user systems, network architecture, database 
management systems, and the software development process. Students survey types of information systems used by modern 
organizations: transaction processing, decision support, executive information, functional area support, strategic, and expert 
systems. 
Required/Recommended Textbooks and Materials 
The textbook for this course is: Getting the Most out of Information Systems v. 2.0 by John Gallaugher 
  
To access the textbook, go to Getting the Most out of Information Systems. You can read the textbook online, and also 
download a PDF copy of this book (2 MB, suitable for printing or most e-readers), or a .zip file containing the 
HTML files (for use in a web browser offline). There is no cost to download the files or read the textbook 
online.  
Course Learning Objectives: 
Upon completion of MISM 3115/3109, students should be able to: 
1. Evaluate various interdisciplinary management concepts and issues related to information systems and technologies, 
2. Assess the current role of IS in an organization and explain how information technology relates to organizational goals, 
objectives, strategy, and structure, 
3. Demonstrate proficiency in the solving business problems using software applications.  
Turner College Program Goals and Mission 
Turner College of Business Mission  
Program-level assessment has become an important component of assuring program quality and in maintaining professional 
accreditations with organizations such as AACSB, International (AACSB), and the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools 
(SACS). Some of the assignments in this course may be used to assess student learning at the program level. When a course 
assignment is used in this manner, the college will follow Federal guidelines to protect the confidentiality of student 
information. 
Turner College of Business Program Learning Goals:  
 Our graduates will demonstrate proficiency in problem-solving and decision-making in a business context. 
 Our graduates will demonstrate knowledge of key business disciplines and concepts. 
 Our graduates will recognize and analyze ethical issues in a business context. 
 Our graduates will demonstrate knowledge of global business concepts and cultural diversity in a business context. 
 Our graduates will communicate effectively in a business context. 
 Our graduates will demonstrate proficiency in using information technology in a business context. 
Course Assessment 
Exams and Quizzes: There are four (4) chapter quizzes worth 20% of the course grade and a comprehensive final exam worth 
30% of the course grade. Chapter quizzes include multiple choice and T/F questions. The quizzes and exam cover chapter 
material, video cases, lectures, reading assignments, and case studies.  
Discussion Assignments: There are ten (10) online discussion assignments that count 40% towards your final course grade. The 
discussion assignments are related to current technology topics and cases that demonstrate the strategic use of IT in business. 
NOTE: Late assignments are not accepted for credit after the close of the course week (Sunday evenings at midnight).  
Applied Assignment: Students will complete an applied business assignment using Tableau Data Visualization software. The 
software license and additional information will be available on the course website.  
  
 
 Course Outline MISM 3115 Principles of Information 
Technology Management 
 * Note All Chapters in the Textbook can be accessed online at Getting the Most Out of 
Information Systems  
 
WEEK TOPIC ASSIGNMENT 
1 
Welcome and Course Introduction;  
Chapter 1: Technology and the Modern Enterprise 
Discussion 1: Information Systems and Your Career   
2 
Chapter 2: Strategy & Technology  
Discussion 2: FreshDirect.com 
Watch the Five Forces Video: A Discussion with 
Michael Porter 
3 
Chapter 3: Zara Case Study  
Quiz 1: Chapters 1-3; Video: Zara Deploys RFID 
Technology  
4 
Chapter 4: Netflix Case Study  Discussion 3: Netflix  
5 
Chapter 5: Moore’s Law & Disruptive Technology  
Discussion 4: Disruptive Innovation; Read Disruptive 
Technologies Article 
6 
Chapter 6: Network Effects  Quiz 2: Chapters 4-6 
7 
Chapter 7: Social Media  
Discussion 5/6: Social Media Strategy (DropBox 
Assignment) 
8 Chapter 8: Facebook Case Study  
9 
Chapter 9: Software Primer  
Tableau Practice Assignments 
Tableau  
10 
Chapter 10: Software in Flux  Quiz 3: Chapters 7-10 
11 
Chapter 11: The Data Asset  
Discussion 7: Big Data; Watch TedTalk: Big Data is 
Better Data 
12 
Chapter 12: Manager’s Guide to the Internet  
Discussion 8: Net Neutrality Debate; Watch “What 
Net Neutrality Means for You.” 
13 
Chapter 13: Information Security  Discussion 9: CyberSecurity 
14 
Chapter 14: Google Case Study  Quiz 4: Chapters 11-14 
16 Future Trends in Information Systems Discussion 10; Tableau Assignment Due 
17 Comprehensive Final Exam (Online)   
Discussion Assignments 
Discussion 1:  Information Systems and Your Career 
Instructions: Watch the video and review the transcript for the "The World is Flat," by Thomas Friedman, and answer 
the following discussion questions.  
1. In the video, Friedman states, "there is no such thing as an American job." Do you agree or disagree with the 
author's argument regarding the future employment outlook? In what ways do you see information technology 
impacting jobs in your major?  
2. Friedman identifies and describes the impact of 10 "flatteners" on the world. Discuss at least one new 
"flattener" not mentioned in the video that you feel impacts jobs in today's world (support your answer with 
examples and/or research). 
Note: Be sure to read and respond to at least one other student's posting. (e.g., do you agree or disagree with their 
position, are there other examples related to jobs in your major? etc.) 
Discussion 2: FreshDirect 
Instructions: Research the company FreshDirect.com discussed in Chapter 2 and answer the following discussion 
questions: 
1. How is FreshDirect's business model different from traditional grocery store models, and how do the 
differences affect profitability? 
2. Do you think FreshDirect’s business model and strategy are sustainable? Why or why not? 
3. What are potential areas of long-term revenue growth and profitability for the company? (Use annotated 
articles to support your answer).  
 
 
Discussion 3: Netflix 
Instructions: Read the chapter on Netflix in your textbook, and the article by Chris Anderson, "The Long Tail." Answer 
the following questions related to the company and its business strategy. 
Using the Five Forces framework, (1) assess the video industry as of today in terms of industry profitability (note: 
clearly identify the key industry forces related to profitability - for example, do buyers/customers have power in the 
market or do suppliers (like Netflix?); Are there viable alternatives/substitutes if the price of streaming video becomes 
too high?). (2) Discuss how the nature of competition changed in the industry. 
 What are Netflix’s sources of competitive advantage? (Note: use concepts from chapter 2 to answer this 
question).  Do you think the "long tail" still a source of competitive advantage? 
 What do you believe are the most significant long-term threats to Netflix, and does Netflix’s business strategy 
effectively address these threats?  
Discussion 4: Disruptive Innovation 
Technological changes can have profound impact on entire industries, often dethroning established leaders and allowing 
new entrants to take over. Some key questions to consider: Why do established companies seem to so often miss the 
boat? Is it possible to predict how a new technology will affect an industry, identify opportunities and threats, and act 
before it is too late?  
Instructions: For this discussion forum, research the topic of technology-driven disruptive innovation and locate a 
current article (2013 or later) on (1) a disruptive technology in general, or (2) an industry or company that is being 
disrupted by technological change. Include a link to the article and provide a detailed annotation about the article and how 
it contributes to understanding the impact of disruption. Include illustrations, videos, or additional resources that add value 
to the topic.  
Discussion 5/6: Social Media Strategy 
For this assignment, you will take the role of a consultant who has been asked to evaluate a local organization's social 
media and make recommendations on the types of social media that will be most effective for the organization.  You will 
choose the organization to evaluate and they can be  small/medium size businesses, non-profits (like PAWS, CSU Rec 
Center, Bull Creek Golf course, CORTA Tennis, etc.) or government entities. Complete the items below and upload a 
copy of your analysis to the Dropbox on CougarView.  Students can work in teams of 2 for this assignment (each student 
should upload the analysis).  
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 For each of the top five commonly used social media platforms listed on the attached template, indicate (1) 
whether the organization is currently using the platform (or not), and (2) how effectively they are using it. (For 
example, does the organization have a Facebook page and is it up to date, does it provide value to the 
organization’s customers, is it effective?). 
 Based on your evaluation, discuss whether you feel the company would benefit from using a platform it is not 
using, or doing so ineffectively, and discuss how. If a certain platform is not recommended, discuss the reason(s) 
why.  
 
Discussion 7: Big Data 
Discussion 7 focuses on the application of Big Data concepts in various fields. To complete this assignment, first review 
the articles and chapter readings for a general background on the use of data by organizations, and research the topic of 
Big Data in specific. Then select an industry or field that interests you and discuss the impact of Big Data. Include a link to 
your research (or article) and a detailed summary (annotation) of the article. Include supporting multimedia (video, 
illustration, trend graph, etc.) to make your posting interesting and informative. As an example, the following article Big 
Data is revolutionizing Sports in Unexpected Ways discusses the impact of Big Data on sports but any field (health care, 
hotel, travel, financial services, human resources, higher education, etc.) all have interesting and relevant examples. 
For more about Big Data in general, read the Forbes article What is Big Data? 
Discussion 8: Net Neutrality Debate 
In Chapter 12, the concept of Net Neutrality, the principle that all Internet traffic is treated equal, is introduced. Review the 
articles and video on the topic and then answer the following question related to the debate. Incorporate your own current 
research on the topic to support your position (required). Be sure to respond to at least one other student's posting. 
Are you in favor of Net Neutrality? Discuss why or why not and support your answer with research and/or examples. 
Discussion 9: CyberSecurity 
This discussion assignment focuses on the current state of information security in the U.S. and addresses some of the 
challenges organizations face when trying to protect consumer data. Start by reading the New York Times article Hacked 
vs. Hacker's: Game On. For the assignment, research and identify a recent cyberattack and provide the following 
information based on your findings: 
Cyber Attack Analysis of [state company name or organization] 
Briefly summarize the article, noting: 
 The nature of the data breach — What happened and what information was stolen? Passwords? Personal 
information? 
 The extent of the breach: How many people did it affect? How much money does the organization estimate it lost 
as a result of the data breach? What other information was compromised? 
 How the cyberattack occurred, if known. Did the organization, for example, take any missteps that allowed for 
data to be easily compromised? What, if anything, could have prevented it? 
 What was the impact on the organization?  
Include a link to the article(s) related to your research and respond to another student's posting.  
Discussion 10: Information Technology Trends 
This discussion focuses on trends in information technology and the impact of these trends on industries and an 
organization's competitive environment. To complete the assignment, select one technology trend from the Week 16 
readings (see the content module for links).  
Research the trend and then discuss the implications of the trend using an organization as an example. For example, 
Walt Disney World uses big data to personalize each customer's experience at its theme park using "Magic Bands." There 
are several articles related to how the company uses this technology so I would select an article, annotate it, include a 
video or illustration for visual interest and then discuss the implications of how using the technology increase the 
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The primary goals of MISM 3115 textbook transformation project are to: 
 
(1) Redesign the introductory management information systems course, MISM 3115, into a
learner-centric environment that utilizes a no-cost, open access textbook, 
(2) identify and integrate relevant and accessible complementary course material in a variety
of formats to increase student engagement and performance, 
(3) improve the value proposition for business students by offering a high-quality, no-cost
solution for a required business course, and 
(4) serve as a resource to other business faculty for the adoption of low or no-cost learning
material for their courses. 
  
Statement of Transformation: 
MISM 3115 Principles of IT Management is a required course for all business and computer
science students in the Turner College of Business, and is the course used for the Association
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) program assessment for the “Proficiency
in Technology” learning goal. Because the course is often the only required technology-related
course that non-MIS or Computer Science majors will take, it is important that the course
material is both current and relevant. 
 
Over the past several years, faculty teaching MISM 3115 have used a standard introductory
Management Information Systems (MIS) textbook supplemented with online resources
provided by the textbook publisher through a student companion website. The most recent
edition of the textbook requires students purchase a separate code to access the online
resources that were previously provided free, driving the total cost per student to over $280.
Due to the high cost, students increasingly opt out of purchasing the textbook or purchase the
less-expensive International or earlier editions that have different cases or outdated material.
As a result, students do not have the correct cases for assignments and are often ill-prepared
for in-class and online discussions. 
 
The proposed transformation for the course is to combine a no-cost, open access textbook
available through Saylor Academy with no-cost supplemental resources from GALILEO and
other online hands-on learning resources (training videos, projects, etc.). Undergraduate
students who are not familiar with organizational-level information systems can often be
overwhelmed and intimidated by the amount of material and terminology presented in
traditional MIS textbooks. For this reason, a solution that promotes active learning through a
wide variety of open access learning resources should have a positive effect on student
engagement and class performance. 
 
Impact on Stakeholders 
 
The primary stakeholders for this proposal are business and computer science students.
Because MISM 3115 is a required course for both the BBA and BS in Computer Science, there
are over 200 students per year who will be positively impacted by the transition to Open
Educational Resources (OER). Students currently purchase a required textbook and access
Plan for Hosting Materials: D2L
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code from the publisher at a cost of $280. Although there are less expensive alternatives (i.e,
CourseSmart or rental), students must still purchase the access code regardless of how they
obtain the textbook. The potential annual cost savings to students for the proposed solution
assuming they purchase the required textbook and access code is estimated at $56,000. 
 
In addition to the direct cost savings, it is anticipated that students who are more engaged with
the course material will be perform better on assignments and exams, and thereby more likely
to succeed in the course. As a required course in the business core, students must have a
grade of “C” or better in the course to progress. Ensuring students have access to the required
course material should reduce the number of students who repeat the course due to
insufficient grades, and have a positive impact on retention, progression, and ultimately
graduation rates which benefit both the College and the University. 
  
Transformation Action Plan: 
As an initial step, the team members will work together to review the no-cost textbook options
available through Saylor.org and begin to identify open access content to supplement the key
topics in the course. Open access supplemental material will be identified and reviewed for
each chapter and include a combination of TEDTALK videos, trade publication and scholarly
articles accessed through Galileo, links to online resources, and existing University technology
resources including Atomic Learning and Microsoft Office 365. The course will be developed
using a course sandbox in the BrightSpace Learning Management System which will serve as
the initial respository for the collection and curation of the course materials. A standard course
template currently used in the Turner College of Business will be adapted and updated for the
new course learning modules. 
 
To ensure easy access for students, the course syllabus and course modules within
BrightSpace will include URLs that correspond with all required and supplemental material.
The information will also be included on a reading list available on Columbus State University’s
LibGuide that will be developed for the course. The course will be structured for use with any
course delivery mode and also be available for other faculty to adopt and re-use the content




July 13, 2015: Required kickoff training/implementation meeting 
 
July/August 2015: Revise syllabus; Identify and select open-access learning material for
course modules; Complete course redesign and integrate course material into BrightSpace
Course; Create course shell in LibGuides and add course materials as they are identified and
adopted or adapted for the course. 
 
August 2015: Review of possible copyright issues and online course 
content usability/sustainability. 
 
August 10, 2015: Begin using redesigned course for (2) sections of MISM 3115 
 
October 2015: Interim status report/ Midterm grade analysis 
 
December 2015: Analyze quantitative and qualitative data; Prepare final ALG Project Report. 
  
Budget: 
Dr. Jennifer Pitts  $5,000 for the review, selection and adoption of nocost open-access
materials, course and content redesign, and collecting and analyzing quantitative and
qualitative data. 
 
Ms. Jacqueline Radebaugh  $5,000 for the identification and selection of nocost materials,




The Turner College of Business requires
regular assessment reports to measure
student performance against program-level
learning goals and objectives. MISM 3115 is
currently the assessment course for AACSB
accreditation for the “Proficiency in
Information Technology” program learning
goal.
Quantitative Analysis: All previous sections
of the course for the past two years have
utilized the Brightspace LMS for learning
activities and grades using the current
course textbook. Data is available for student
performance, Drop, Fail, Withdraw (DFW)
rates, participation, and satisfaction which
should provide a significant amount of
comparison data for the redesigned course
for each delivery modes.
Qualitative Analysis: A survey will also be
given at the end of the course to obtain




$800 – Travel expense for applicants to ATG Kick-off Meeting July 13, 2015 
  
Sustainability Plan: 
There are currenlty five to six sections of MISM 3115 offered each year (2-3 sections in
fall/spring semesters and one section in the summer). The course is offered in both online and
Face to Face (F2F) delivery modes and generally taught by one faculty member. The
proposed plan is to introduce the re-designed course in fall 2015 in two sections of the course
(F2F and online). The redesigned course will also be offered in three sections in spring 2016. 
 
Links to the supplementary course materials, assignments, discussion forums, and
assessments will be located in the course website in Brightspace and made available in the
course LibGuides. Once the initial course structure is developed, the course template will be
saved and made available to other USG faculty to adopt and or adapt for their courses. Under
the new format, the supplemental learning material and assignments can be easily updated
and varied by semester to keep the course current and interesting, and minimize the potential
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Principles of Information 
Technology Management  
MISM 3115 (V) 
100% Online 
45 
Total Students   117 
 
Semester Project Began: Summer 2015 
Semester(s) of Implementation:  Fall 2015 
Average Number of Students Per Course Section: Traditional Section (70); Online Section (45) 
Number of Course Sections Affected by Implementation:  Two per semester 
Total Number of Students Affected by Implementation:  Fall semester 2015: 117 students 
 
1.  Narrative 
A.  Describe the key outcomes, whether positive, negative, or interesting, of your project.   
Summary of your transformation experience, including challenges and accomplishments 
Overview  
 
MISM 3115 Principles of IT Management is a required course for all business and computer science 
students in the Turner College of Business, and is the course used for the Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business (AACSB) program assessment for the “Proficiency in Technology” learning goal. 
Because the course is often the only required technology-related course that non-MIS or Computer Science 
majors will take, course material must be both current and relevant which makes it a challenge when it 
comes to textbooks and up-to-date information and cases. Using older versions of textbooks in a 
technology-based course with case studies is simply not a good option.  
 
Over the past several years, the MISM 3115 course has used a standard introductory Management 
Information Systems (MIS) textbook supplemented with online resources provided by the textbook 
publisher through a student companion website. The most recent edition of the textbook used in the course 
prior to the current semester required students to purchase a separate code to access the online 
Resources (PowerPoints, self-guided quizzes, videos, etc.). These supplementary resources were previously 
provided free to students who purchased a new textbook or offered at a nominal charge for students with 
used textbooks. The total cost of a new textbook with the access code was currently at over $280/ student 
making it almost cost-prohibitive for some students.  As a result, many students were opting out of 
purchasing the textbook altogether or purchasing the less-expensive International or earlier editions that 
have different cases or outdated material. The results were unengaged students, lower test averages, and 
students who were ill-prepared for quizzes, in-class and online discussions.  
 
Transformation Experience  
 
The transformation experience for the course in both the online and traditional sections was overall a very 
positive experience for students, and a very challenging one for the instructor. For the course, a no-cost, 
open access textbook was used that was an earlier edition of a well-respected textbook by John Gallaugher, 
A Manager’s Guide to Information Systems. The textbook was initially an open-access textbook offered 
through FlatWorldKnowledge.com and structured so students could read it free online but paid a nominal 
fee for a print version and access to online resources.  In December 2012, Flat World Knowledge announced 
that it would no longer provide free access to their textbook or the instructor resources and content. At that 
time, the current version of the textbook was archived as part of a project by Andy Schmitz (see Textbook 
Archive Project) to create a repository of Creative Commons-licensed copies of most textbooks available 
through Flat World Knowledge. The MIS textbook available through the archive is the one used as the 
primary source for the course (see MISM 3115 Textbook). In addition to the textbook, learning material 
from a variety of web-based resources was used to reinforce the chapter topics and promote active learning. 
This is an area that proved the most challenging. The process of reviewing and selecting content for each 
module was the most time-consuming part and often difficult to determine what content to include so that 
students were provided with sufficient supplementary learning resources without being overwhelmed.  
 
The textbook was offered online and also, in a low-cost print copy though the University’s Print Services. 
The print copy, unfortunately, did not include an index which was cited as the primary complaint about the 
textbook. Results of the Learning Materials Satisfaction Survey, as well as student comments on a 
discussion forum dedicated to course feedback, however, indicated very high levels of satisfaction with the 
textbook among students in both sections. I think having a print copy option and the option to print the 
chapters directly as PDF files was a very important part of the free textbook being so successful.  
 
Overall the transformation experience was much more positive than anticipated. It was interesting to see 
how appreciative (and surprised) students were that a free textbook was being used. Because the quality of 
the textbook was not substandard and the rigor of the course remained high, there were no complaints about 
the lack of instructional content or resources. I think students in both sections knew the course was in a 
“beta” mode and understood from the beginning that it would not be a “canned” publisher course and 





Each of the four goals related to the Textbook Transformation Grant were accomplished. The first three are 
related to the development of the course learning material and the development of a learner-centric course. 
This was accomplished in the course re-design and integration of the free online MIS textbook. The fourth 
goal related to serving as a resource to other business faculty is in process as colleagues learn more the 
resources available in their disciplines and see the positive results of student surveys.  
 
Textbook Transformation Grant Goals for MISM 3115 
 
(1) Redesign the introductory management information systems course, MISM 3115, into a 
learner-centric environment that utilizes an open-access textbook. 
(2) identify and integrate relevant and accessible complementary course material in a variety of 
formats to increase student engagement and performance, 
(3) improve the value proposition for business students by offering a high-quality, no-cost 
solution for a required business course, and 
(4) serve as a resource to other business faculty for the adoption of low or no-cost learning 
material for their courses. 
 
Transformative impacts on your instruction 
 
The transformative impact on instruction in the course was primarily in developing course modules that 
would engage students more and help them organize and retain the textbook content. This was clearly a 
paradigm shift from an instructor’s perspective in the sense of not having a pre-packaged publisher’s course 
module with slides, quizzes, and other resources already created and ready to be inserted in the course. The 
process of creating and testing each course module was a challenging but very rewarding process and, at 
the end, it was very clear which modules worked best and which ones needed to be refined or changed 
completely.  
 
Transformative impacts on your students and their performance 
Summarized student performance data from Fall 2015 are presented in Attachment 1. The primary 
transformative impact on students was the quantitative cost savings associated with using the free textbook. 
The most compelling data about the use of OER, however, was from students’ comments about how it 
impacted them directly. A discussion forum was available throughout the semester for student comments 
and suggestions about the textbook and the course in general which generated many postings, and open-
ended questions on the Learning Materials Survey administered at the end of the course provided further 
supporting data. Interestingly, the student grades in the course did not change significantly from previous 
semester courses and the DFW rate was slightly higher in Fall 2015 than in previous semesters.  
B. Describe lessons learned, including any things you would do differently next time.   
Some of the key lessons learned from the project are to (1) be mindful not to underestimate the amount of 
time required to carefully review and select course material for each module. Also, the importance of 
testing the amount of time to complete each activity is critical to ensure it meets accreditation standards 
but the required amount of work is not excessive; (2) be very adaptable and willing to change course if 
necessary when something is not working. Responding to student comments and complaints timely and 
with course adjustments is important when working with OER material for the first time; and (3) 
recognize that students enjoy being part of the experiment and are willing and eager to provide feedback 
knowing their opinion is meaningful and may help encourage other faculty to consider using free 
textbook options.  
2.  Quotes 
 “The course was very easy to manage without the use of the expensive textbook and PowerPoints 
as long as you came to class to pay attention. I love the idea of helping college students save money. 
College is expensive enough already. I would like to see more classes in the future offer this type 
of book.” 
 “I really liked the free textbook option, but I did not like it being online so I bought the hard copy. 
The hard copy was only $27 and that is a great option compared to the $200 books I have to buy 
for other classes.” 
 “I loved the textbook option and was one of the students who opted to have it printed for a very 
small fee. I paid almost $200 this past summer for a book I could never get my money back on. 
Prices for rentals are unbelievable too. Having taken this class with the option to have the 
physical book printed for a very low fee was GREAT for me! I would think students would really 
embrace this and I hope professors will too :)” 
  
3. Quantitative and Qualitative Measures 
3a. Overall Measurements 
Student Opinion of Materials  
Was the overall student opinion about the materials used in the course positive, neutral, 
or negative? 
Total number of students affected in this project: __117________ 
 Positive: ___86____ % of ___53_____ number of respondents 
 Neutral: ____2___ % of _____53___ number of respondents 
 Negative: ___16____ % of ________ number of respondents 
Student Learning Outcomes and Grades 
Was the overall comparative impact on student performance in terms of learning 
outcomes and grades in the semester(s) of implementation over previous semesters 
positive, neutral, or negative? 
         Choose One:   
 ___       Positive: Higher performance outcomes measured over previous semester(s) 
 _X__       Neutral: Same performance outcomes over previous semester(s) 
 ___     Negative: Lower performance outcomes over previous semester(s)  
Student Drop/Fail/Withdraw (DFW) Rates 
Was the overall comparative impact on Drop/Fail/Withdraw (DFW) rates in the 
semester(s) of implementation over previous semesters positive, neutral, or negative? 
Drop/Fail/Withdraw Rate: 
_11.7_% of students, out of a total ___117____ students affected, dropped/failed/withdrew from the 
course in the final semester of implementation.  
Choose One:   
 ___     Positive: This is a lower percentage of students with D/F/W than previous semester(s) 
 ___     Neutral: This is the same percentage of students with D/F/W than previous semester(s) 
 __X_     Negative: This is a higher percentage of students with D/F/W than previous 
semester(s) 
3b. Narrative 
Drop, fail, withdraw (DFW) rate for the two sections in the course were higher than the 
previous semester’s rate but still relatively low for the large class size. The MISM 3115 course is 
a required business course and students must have a grade of “C” of better as a prerequisite to 
other business courses. The key factor for the higher rate was a result of the rigor of the course 
and required weekly engagement. In comparison to the most recent semester (spring 2015), the 
DWF rate increased slightly but not significant to draw any conclusions related to the textbook.  
 
Enrollment Statistics Number of Students Number DWF 
Online 45 5 – WF; 1 - F 
Traditional  72 1 – WF; 3 - F 
Total 117 6 – W/F; 4 - F 
 
Student Learning Satisfaction Survey Results 
 
Measure  
Online (% Satisfied or 
Very Satisfied)  
Traditional (% Satisfied or 
Very Satisfied)  
Satisfaction with Textbook (Online) 94% 78% 
Satisfaction with Textbook (Print) 55% 74% 
Satisfaction with Learning 
Materials  (PowerPoint Slides) 
88% 80% 
Satisfaction with Learning 
Materials (Supplementary Material)   
83% 83% 
   
Total Responses  17 36 
 
Summary of Results 
The results of the quantitative survey indicated an overall high level of satisfaction with the online version 
of the free textbook across both sections of the course, with the highest levels (94%) among the online 
students. Conversely, the print copy of the textbook, available as an option for all students, was not highly 
regarded by the few students who elected to buy a print copy. The quality of the print copy was not very 
appealing to students and missing an index and all graphics for the chapters. Student satisfaction with the 
supplementary learning materials was relatively consistent across both sections.  
4. Sustainability Plan 
MISM 3115 is offered every semester in both traditional and online delivery modes. Beginning in spring 
2016, the course will be offered with the low-cost textbook option vs. a free textbook option for the same 
textbook. The primary reason for changing to the low-cost option is to gain access to the current chapters 
that are critical and necessary for course. The learning modules including the educational content, videos, 
and other material will be re-used in the upcoming semester. The textbook will be the newest version of the 
author’s textbook offered through Flat World Knowledge. The decision to change from no-cost to low-cost 
is primarily to ensure that students have access to the most current cases, examples, and chapter material 
which is becoming dated in the 2012 edition.   
5. Future Plans 
The positive response from students was one of the most rewarding parts of this initiative. Future plans 
include continuing to develop and updated this course as well as other courses in the Management 
Information Systems discipline. I also plan to serve as a mentor to other faculty exploring OER resources 
for their courses. A presentation proposal is currently planned for the SOBIE conference in April 2016.  
6.  Description of Photograph 
(left – right) Dr. Jennifer P. Pitts, (Lead), Associate Professor of MIS; Jacqueline Radebaugh, Associate 
Professor of Library Science 
 
